
Graduate Board 
Thursday, October 22, 2020 

By Zoom: 

Join Zoom Meeting 

ID: 98784508458 

Password: 871266 

(US) +1 301-715-8592 

3:00 pm 

AGENDA 

1. Review and approval of the September 24, 2020 Graduate Board minutes

2. October 6, 2020 Graduate Curriculum Committee report 

3. Announcements 

 Alfond Family Foundation gift

 Course teaching modalities for spring 

 Update on director search for the doctoral program in physical therapy 

 Graduate enrollment/diversity plan – Fiona Libby 

 Graduate Flash Surveys – Katie Rossignol

4. Review of program/curricular changes: 

 Substantive change proposals in Nursing (transition to online)

 Proposed accelerated track in biomedical engineering 

5. Update from CITL on Graduate Teaching Academy 

6. Discussion regarding waiving standardized test scores

7. Graduate student mental health 

8. Implications of unified accreditation 

9. Items arising

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://maine.zoom.us/j/98784508458?pwd%3DVC9GR3hKVFpIdlM2WlBQdFl3UnY1QT09&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1603646019714000&usg=AOvVaw3XOfHJlCUPSwEFHpGCwlnk
tel:+13017158592,,98784508458


 

 

 
 

Graduate Board 
Thursday, September 24, 2020 

By Zoom:  
Join Zoom Meeting 

ID: 97608527287  Password: 918546 

3:15 pm 
 

AGENDA 
 

Attendance:   P. Agrrawal, J. Artesani, C. Beitl, J. Bonnet, T. Bowden, S. Butler, A. 

Cruz-Uribe, S. Delcourt, D. Dryer, S. Fraver, J. Gill, M. Egenhofer (for H. Onsrud), H. 

Greig, W. Gramlich, N. Hall, S. Jain, Z. Jin, S. Klein, A. Knightly, K. Kruetz, M. 

LaRocque, J. McClymer, E. McKillen, I. Mette, S. Ohno, E. Pandiscio, F. Peterson, P. 

Poirier, L. Rickard, D. Rooks-Ellis, C. Sponarski, J. Stoll, K.Varahramyan, K. Vekasi, 

C. Villacorta Gonzales, V. Weaver, T. Yoo, S. Zare.   

 

Guests:  F. Libby, C. Burgess, K. Rossignol, M, Teisl.   

 

3:15pm – meeting called to order 

 

1. Welcome and introductions – new members – Sharon Klein, Shawn Fraver, Max 

Egenhofer (proxy for Harlan Onsrud),  and Elizabeth McKillen 

 

2. Review and approval of the May 14, 2020 Graduate Board minutes 

A. Knightly moved to approve minutes, I. Mette seconded the motion.   

Discussion: Max Egenhofer asked about GIS courses offered experimentally 

through the department of anthropology. Scott replied that the 2 courses were 

approved by GB conditionally in the spring pending a meeting of stakeholders 

which did occur over the summer. These courses should have been included in 

the September Graduate Board packet to be recorded in the minutes and will be 

included in October. Scott mentioned that a university wide meeting is needed to 

discuss the organization of GIS offerings at both the undergraduate and graduate 

level – an item he intends to discuss with the Provost.  

I. Mette – revise spelling of last name in May GB minutes 

M.Egenhofer, A.Cruz-Uribe, S. Fraver, S. Klein, E. McKillen – all abstained 

from vote as they were not present at the May meeting. 

Otherwise, unanimous approval. 

 

3. September 15, 2020 Graduate Curriculum Committee report 

ANT 560 – Research Design and Methods 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://maine.zoom.us/j/97608527287?pwd%3DM3g2Y21ZcGFaMVJ0blY1RlNnT0pBQT09&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1601173477432000&usg=AOvVaw3z1d27bs8lNlAjoAc6pBoJ


 

 

ECO 553- Financial Economics 

EHD 577- Discource Analysis 

FSN 560 – Research Methods in Community Nutrition  

 

Modifications: 

ANT553 Institutions and the Management of Common Pool Resources 

 

Motion to accept CC report – Nancy Hall, Second – Kristin Vekasi 

No further discussion. Unanimous vote to approve. 

 

4. Announcements 

 

S. Delcourt mentioned that over the summer he was part of the return to 

campus committee chaired by Jeff St. John and participated in President 

Ferrini-Mundy’s university wide conference calls.  Due to extensive planning 

and preparation, UMaine has been successful in containing the outbreak of 

COVID-19 on campus with the exception of very few cases when the 

semester started. 

● Overview of research and graduate enrollment efforts – Vice President 

and Dean Varahramyan 

No question, past six months have been so challenging with COVID-19.  

It has been the worst of times – with all the challenges – however, it has 

been some of the best of times for graduate enrollment.  

Partnership with programs and faculty across the university have 

contributed to our success. 

Doctoral graduate studies is key to our growth – we need to emphasize 

our growth in this area to achieve Carnegie R1 status.   

We are becoming better and better at attracting external funding thanks to 

your efforts.  National Science Foundation NRT grants – we currently 

have 3 – something in the order of $3 Million. We have one training 

grant from NIH as well. 

VP Varahramyan noted that the future for research and graduate studies 

is very bright and thanked members of the Graduate Board for their 

efforts. 

 

S. Delcourt – shared the 2020 Graduate Admissions Summary – applications, 

admissions and new student enrollments (combined 2020 summer and fall) were 

all up roughly 30% over last year.  These are far and away the highest 

admissions numbers ever recorded in the Graduate School. 

 

In economic downturn, it is not unusual to see a surge in graduate enrollment – 

however there was a lot of effort made to accept more students, be flexible with 

application deadlines, etc…  Official snapshot was 2278 on 9/28 – we have a 

record number of doctoral students (currently at 505).  The more external 

funding we receive, the more successful we are at improving our doctoral 

numbers. 



 

 

S. Jain – congratulations to the Graduate School team for their efforts! 

S. Delcourt – Grad School team – led by Fiona Libby– were able to achieve 

record numbers with each of the grad departments’ cooperation and support. 

S. Delcourt – shared the admissions funnel report (Fall 2020).  We have seen an 

uptick in applications from underrepresented minorities as well due to the 

broader recruitment efforts that have increased the overall number of 

applications. 

Grad certificate applications have increased as well – with 51% more 

applications for fall – but, most of the increase in enrollment is in master’s and 

doctoral programs. 

Non-degree graduate student enrollment is down; not surprisingly – many are K-

12 teachers who are currently struggling with remote instruction in their own 

classrooms.   

 

5. Review of program/curricular changes: 

 

● Proposed graduate certificate in One Health and the Environment 

(attached).  Welcome Interim Dean Mario Teisl.    

This proposed certificate replace the previously approved certificate in 

Environmental and Rural Health. One of the goals of the previous 

certificate was to develop a formal curriculum related to public health.  

However, the proposed certificate in One Health and the Environment 

has essentially the same curriculum. 

M. Teisl – we received some additional dollars to hire six new faculty for 

this graduate program.  Also a REU grant for the next 4-5 years.  We 

have had one cohort – and delayed the second due to COVID. 

NRT grant – first cohort this fall.  (NSF research traineeship grants); 

involves EES, SBE, School of Marine Sciences, and School of Food and 

Agriculture.   

A good step for us – to develop a certificate.   

t is a good option for individuals who are interested in public health.   

In some of the earlier grants, we partnered with USM to offer some 

public health courses via polycom – and the idea was for them to 

eventually be online.  

We would like to get this approved relatively quickly and then add some 

potential USM courses from their MPH program.   

We will try to build this program with stakeholders as we go.   

We have to train students on working with stakeholders.  Helping 

students understand the issues that stakeholders are facing. 

In terms of science communication, all 3 NRT projects have the same 

component of the science communication workshop.  (It is over a week 

long workshop on how to communicate and work with professional 

audiences.)  

Workshops are not just open to NRT students – they are open to anyone 

who wants to take them.  Goal is to have more students – any student 

who wants to attend our classes certainly can.  We want our new 



 

 

curriculum to be sustainable.   

J. McClymer – suggested that we look at the idea of adding USM courses 

to curriculum for a future meeting.  

S. Delcourt – now that UMS has obtained unified accredidation, there 

could be more efficiencies and opportunities to combine graduate 

instructional efforts with USM and UM-Farmington.  It could allow us to 

free up some of our faculty time.   

S. Delcourt asked Interim Dean Teisl who would continue as the PI for 

this project?   M. Teisl will assume that role while he is the interim Dean 

and would like to maintain status as the PI moving forward.  

 

● Update on the proposal for a MS in Data Science and Engineering 

i. Is headed to the next board of trustees meeting and should be 

approved before the end of the fall semester. 

● Update on plan for a doctoral program in Physical Therapy 

i. A job description has been approved and sent to Human 

Resources for a Director search – and the UM System has 

approved 2 years of funding for the founding director to get the 

program up and running.  There are some potential synergies with 

Athletic Training at UMaine, UMPI, and USM.   

ii. UM System did a Burning Glass analysis for Physical Therapy 

and there is a large demand for physical therapists – and the only 

local program is at Husson University.  There was an initial 

discussion as to whether it would come from UMaine or USM – 

and it was determined that UMaine will be the location.   

At this point there are no Physical Therapy faculty.  That would 

be the first step.  It is sort of a backward process.  We need to 

have the faculty in place to create the policies and procedures, 

curriculum, etc… 

The director position will be a tenure track position.  

The initial plan would be to locate this program in NSFA. 

S. Delcourt will keep the Grad Board apprised as the University 

moves forward. 

 

     4.   Announcements (resumed) 

● Graduate enrollment/diversity plan – Fiona Libby (see attached Diversity 

information and statistics.)  

Even though it is only September, we are thinking about the next 

admissions cycle.  

One of our goals this year is to increase diversity in our enrollment.  We 

have made some strides in this direction over the past 2 years.  However, 

there is room for improvement. 

Fall 2020 – about 12% of our incoming class were students of color. 

There is discrepancy when we look at PhD programs.   Our average 

admission for white applicants is 33%, and for black applicants is 14%. 

There is also a discrepancy in our yield with underrepresented minority 



 

 

(URM) students enrolling in graduate study at much lower rates. 

It is an initiative that we have to work on at every level.  We are in a 

northern state that is not particularly diverse, and we are at the end of the 

educational pipeline.  How could we get more diverse students to apply – 

and can we remove any hurdles for them in the application process? 

Ideas on ways we can support diversity in admissions:   

Look for ways to connect with and mentor 

underrepresented students. 

 Help to create a sense of community for these students.  

 Conferences that reach out to diverse populations.   

As we get these more diverse applicants, are there other ways we can 

quantify qualities to admit?  Sometimes these students lack past research 

experience due to lack of opportunity. 

Any ways to remove hurdles to the application process?  GRE scores – 

some programs have already waived test scores. 

Advisor match can be a big hurdle if students are not familiar with the 

process.  We are trying to help students become more aware of how 

graduate admissions works. 

Connect students and foster community within programs. (Mentors can 

be very helpful in peer groups, etc…)  

J. Gill – suggests waiving the GRE as stated by F. Libby.  (SBE 

did this about 2 years ago.)  

S. Delcourt – Graduate School is very supportive of waiving the 

GRE – and also waiving the application fee (however, it covers 

about $125K of our operating budget) but, we know that other 

UMS admissions offices have done it. 

 

W. Gramlich – what is the Graduate School doing to help improve 

recruitment – especially if we are getting rid of the GRE? More 

applications = more diverse applications. 

Marketing in larger areas that will encourage diversity, etc… 

 

How well can we make people feel included?   

S. Delcourt – talked about a holistic admissions process as a way 

to help avoid implicit bias.     

Chris Richards, VPEM, said that many students are choosing 

Maine because of the safe environment, etc… 

 

● Graduate Program Landing Pages and call for edits - Crystal Burgess 

Two requests sent in the past two weeks:  

i. Program admissions requirements to ensure we have accurate 

information for the application and for our website to help 

alleviate questions from applicants.  Should take about 5 minutes.   

Review of deadlines – making sure that we have an accurate 

listing of application deadlines.   

 



 

 

ii. Approximately 1 hour to complete – information on how to “sell 

your program” – (Graduate School Program Information 

Spreadsheet).  Recruitment teams can use this information to help 

all programs recruit new students – and update our landing pages 

for each program.  Any questions – please ask Crystal.   

S. Delcourt emphasized that the more information we can provide 

applicants up front, the fewer admissions-related emails program 

coordinators will receive later on. 

 

● Graduate Flash Surveys – Katie Rossignol 

i. Surveys each week – 1st = summer communications 

i. 2nd = how did the first week of classes go. 

ii. 3rd is to see how students are handling 

stress. 

S. Delcourt would like to have a future discussion with the Grad Board 

regarding managing student stress – especially with remote learning and 

pandemic, etc…  President is very interested in data regarding how 

students are doing. 

 

● UMaineGRAD update– Katie Rossignol 

i. Mug Club – Shane Smith – Supervisor Relationships 

ii. Next Month – Diversity and Inclusion 

iii. November – Public Speaking and the Virtual Environment 

iv. December – Anne Fensie – writing tips and tricks to the IRB 

Process. 

 

NSF fellowship application workshop last week – well attended. 

 

Summer journal club – and we have continued throughout the 

semester once a week.  Great interdisciplinary group 

participation! 

 

Writing Group (3:30 – 5:00) – allows students to give and receive 

peer review of writing.  

 

Library also has a lot of great programming – listed on their web-

site. 

 

We have many of these events on the Graduate School’s 

professional development page on the website as well, including 

CITL events, Career Center, etc.  

(See: https://umaine.edu/graduate/students/professional-

development/)  

 

 

● Continued discussion on the development of graduate program learning 

https://umaine.edu/graduate/students/professional-development/
https://umaine.edu/graduate/students/professional-development/


 

 

outcomes – next steps  

i. A few different departments have asked if they could defer work 

on this with everything else going on this fall.   

Mandy Barrington and Ryan Weatherbee can work with programs 

– even if you need more time. They will have an application you 

can fill out to request more time.   

Workshop on Oct. 6 at 10am to help with developing learning 

outcomes – they need to be measurable to be useful.   

Institutional research originally wanted this information by the 

end of the fall semester.   

W. Gramlich would like help to measure ethics. S. Delcourt 

suggested RCR enrollment, research methods that deals in ethics, 

publishing expectations, mentoring & advising expectations.  All 

could become part of the measurable components.   

PhD. program outcomes – one underlying goal is to train the next 

generation of faculty.   

K. Vekasi appreciated the opportunity to have an extension.   

Institutional Research and Assessment has promised an 

abbreviated deferral process. 

J. Gill – is NECHE willing to give us an overall extension?  

Delcourt mentioned that because we have identified broader goals 

which should satisfy NECHE for this academic year. 

N. Hall – are there things that don’t fit into the 3 basic grad school 

goals?  S. Butler mentioned that the framework did work for the 

SWK program. 

P. Poirier – nursing outcomes fit nicely into the broader goals.   

Email Scott if you feel you need more time. It is harder for faculty 

in programs to develop program learning outcomes on Zoom with 

level of engagement, etc….vs face to face meetings. 

 

6. Setting priorities for AY20-21 – give some thought to this.  Provost Volin will be 

invited to attend Grad Board.   

Julie Posselt (Assistant Professor of Education, USC) is also a possibility to 

discuss bias in graduate admissions. 

We will be sending out an email looking for feedback on timing of GB meetings. 

 

7. Items arising 
● Alicia Cruz-Uribe – competing forms & versions of Adobe – faculty 

having issues with Course Proposal Forms – Creative Cloud – text boxes 

don’t automatically resize.  Possibility of running older versions of 

Adobe than the Graduate School? Crystal will work on identifying and 

resolving the problem. 

 

 

Meeting Adjourned 5:15 PM 
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September Flash Poll Findings

Research Plan Data Collection Participant Profile

NAGAP, The Association for 
Graduate Enrollment 
Management, is 
collaborating with EAB, a 
leader in higher education 
research and services, on a 
series of flash polls 
investigating the graduate 
school landscape.

The first poll focused on 
current practices in light of
the COVID-19 pandemic. It 
explored institutional 
responses and preparations 
practitioners may be 
making in response to 
COVID-19. 

Survey invitations from EAB were 
emailed on September 22, 2020. 
From the email, participants linked 
to the online survey.

The surveyed population consists of 
graduate and professional school 
enrollment managers and other 
higher education practitioners—
including current NAGAP members.

Nonresponders were sent a reminder 
on September 29.

Data collection ended on October 2.

468 individuals participated in the 
study.

Participants represented 350+ 
institutions/programs from across 
the country and 12 international 
schools.

69.9% of participants represent a 
blend of on-campus and online 
programs, 20.7% represent on-
campus-only programs, and 2.8% 
represent online-only programs.

Approximately one-quarter of 
participants were from 
institutions/programs of the 
following sizes: <350 students, 
350–949 students, 950–2,999 
students, and 3,000+ students.

Research Overview

https://www.eab.com/
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Key Findings
Results from September Flash Poll

Recruitment

Q. What adjustments were made 
to recruitment strategies and 
tactics due to COVID-19?

• Most participants added or 
increased virtual events 
(81.0%), increased 
personalized outreach from 
staff (57.1%), and/or increased 
marketing/ recruitment efforts 
(51.4%).

• A significant percentage added 
or promoted a virtual tour 
(45.0%), changed application 
deadlines (39.9%), and/or 
extended deposit deadlines 
(39.9%).

• Few institutions (1.9%) 
indicated they did not make 
any adjustments to recruitment 
strategies and tactics.

Enrollment

Q. What adjustments were made 
to enrollment strategies and 
tactics due to COVID-19?

• Most participants relaxed 
admissions testing 
requirements (59.7%) and/or 
offered deferred admission 
(52.3%).

• Few institutions (6.5%) 
indicated they did not make 
any adjustments to enrollment 
strategies and tactics.

Q. How were enrollment targets 
tracking as of September 15?

• Thirty-one percent are 
exceeding their targets, 30.7% 
are meeting their targets, 
25.4% are missing their 
targets, and 13.0% were 
unsure.

Scholarships/Grants

Q. What actions were taken 
related to award plans?

• Most participants maintained 
their award plan (49.6%). 
Nearly one in five (18.2%) 
increased their award plan; 
only 4.1% decreased their 
award plan. Eleven percent 
were unsure, and 17.2% 
reported they do not offer 
scholarships/grants.

Q.  Among those that increased 
award plans, who received 
more in aid dollars?

• Domestic students (66.3%), 
students with need (56.6%), 
full-time students (50.6%), 
and international students 
(33.7%).

Changes

Q.  What changes are being made 
to graduate programs due to 
COVID-19?

• Expanding to fully online 
courses/programs (60.4%), 
canceling low-enrollment 
courses (18.4%), expediting 
new program launches 
(12.7%), and delaying new 
program launches (10.4%).

• Almost one-quarter (24.4%) 
are not making any changes to 
their graduate programs in light 
of COVID-19.

https://www.eab.com/
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Key Findings
Results from September Flash Poll

Institutional Responses

Q.  How satisfied are you with 
your school’s plan for 
continuity of course delivery?

• Most participants are extremely 
(38.8%) or somewhat (46.1%) 
satisfied with their school’s 
plan.

• Less than 5% are somewhat or 
extremely dissatisfied with 
their school’s plan.

Q.  Where are institutions most 
effective in managing 
challenges?

• Participants indicated their 
institutions were most
effective with student access 
to online courses (4.22), 
access to support services 
(3.94), network capacity 
(3.92), and software systems.

• Participants indicated their 
institutions were least
effective with graduation 
plans (3.13), support services 
for international students 
(3.43), and staff and training 
support (3.45).

Mean score based on a 5-point scale: 
1 = not at all effective 
2 = somewhat effective 
3 = moderately effective 
4 = very effective 
5 = extremely effective

Concerns

Q.  What keeps you up at night?

• Enrollment numbers (22.2%)

• Cost for students/access 
(10.2%)

• Safety of students and staff 
(8.9%)

• Recruiting students (8.6%)

• Concern about the value of a 
graduate degree (8.4%)

• Financial health of 
institutions/industry (8.2%)

• Access for international 
students (8.0%)

• Inability to adapt to the 
changing environment (5.3%)

• Uncertainty of future (4.7%)

• Budget cuts (4.0%)

• Meeting goals (3.5%)

• Job security (3.3%)

Priorities

Q.  What are your top two 
priorities at this time?

• Making enrollment numbers 
(37.9%)

• Recruitment activities (35.2%)

• Student retention (10.8%)

• Marketing (10.6%)

• Meeting students’ needs 
(7.9%)

• Safety of students and staff 
(6.8%)

• International students (5.1%)

• Expanding online programs 
(4.9%)

• Adding/nurturing new 
programs (4.9%)

• Yield (4.1%)

• Financial health of the 
institution (3.8%)

https://www.eab.com/
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(UMaine Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, 9.30.20) 

 

Flash Survey Week 3: Student Services and Mental Health 

Undergraduate & Graduate Students at UM & UMM 

The third flash survey was sent to degree-seeking students at UMaine on Thursday September 17 

and to degree-seeking students at UMM on Monday, September 21.  Students were asked to 

indicate what student services they would like UM/UMM to add, how their anxiety level 

compared with prior semesters, and whether they know where to access student support and 

mental health services.  Overall, we had 843 respondents.  The following table shows the number 

of respondents by subgroup. Caution should be taken when interpreting these results: The 843 

respondents to the survey are not a random sample of the population.   

   

Flash Survey Week 3: Responses 

  

Population 

Number 

of 

Responses 

% Response 

UM First-Years* 1,911 147 8% 

UM Transfers & Readmits 468 50 7% 

UM Seniors 2,264 165 7% 

UM Continuing undergraduates 3,749 228 6% 

UMM Students 368 46 13% 

New  Graduate Students 812 68 8% 

Continuing Graduate Students 2,116 139 7% 
*Limited to 18 and older 

Question 1: There are many student support services on campus but one important service the 

university should add is… 

Students provided offered a wide range of questions.  The individual suggestions have been 

categorized and can be found in the attached spreadsheet ‘Resource Suggestions - Flash Survey 

Week 3”.  Mental health services were most commonly suggested. 

Question 2: My stress and/or anxiety level this fall as compared to previous semesters is: (less 

than previous semesters, about the same as previous semesters, or more than previous 

semesters): 

The following chart shows the percentage of students who responded to each choice grouped by 

university and level. (First-year students are not reported here as they do not have a reference 

point.) 
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(UMaine Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, 9.30.20) 

 

 

Highlights: 

 Overall, roughly two-thirds of respondents reported higher levels of stress and/or anxiety 

compared to previous semesters.   

 Undergraduates were more likely than graduate students to indicate higher levels of stress 

and/or anxiety. 

 Seniors were the most likely of all groups to report higher levels of stress and anxiety. 

 

 

 

Question 3: I know how/where to access student support and mental health services on 

campus (choices were Yes or No). 

The following chart shows the percentage of students who responded to each choice grouped by 

university and level.  

Highlights: 

 Overall, roughly one-third of respondents indicated they do not know how to access 

student support and mental health services. 

 Not surprisingly, the first-year respondents are less aware of how to access support: 

Almost half indicated they do not know how to access student support and mental health 

services.  
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(UMaine Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, 9.30.20) 

 

 

 



Q1: a new resource UMaine should add is:
Remote mental health services
I'd actually really love to see more supports for people who both work for the UMS and are students as well. Even when I was a GA, I sometimes found 
Walk-in counseling if not already available
non recorded counseling options.
new grad student support groups
more mental health services to cope with the demand and reduce wait times for services
more mental health counselors
More counselors/mental health professionals
More counselors available at the counseling center
More counselors
Mental toughness and self reliance
mental health service
Mental awareness
Likelihood for increased Alcohol/Substance Use Support/Education
Is there family or marriage counseling for students?
COUNSELING FOR ATHLETES
additional individualized mental health services
better guidance for running labs that meet in person and remotely simultaneously
Quiet study booths
Maybe a place where students could obtain (for free or low price) old campus office supplies such as desks/chairs for home offices during a time 
Allowances for disrupted research schedules / defenses
An elevater in merill hall
more online advisors
More advising
Career services
More training for professors in Brightspace
Someone to take care of student billing and registration
Financial support for the graduate international student
Financial Aid due to the implications of COVID.
Cost cutting
Allowing Orono residents to get refunded for the rec center
Weekend stress management events (ex: therapy dogs, paint and sip, etc)
helping people navigate new food allergies
DENTAL AND VISION INSURANCE FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS.
available dieititian



More in-person classes
Covid testing facility those who wanted to a test.
Visible and accessible support for Black and Indigenous students, plus other students of color
Online support times
NA- online student
I'm a remote student
I would like to see more off-campus support. What services are available to off campus students who are never on campus? More information about 
Allow students to get a student ID card at any location. In order for me to apply for a student card with a photo (thus, photo ID), it requires me to take 
Remote mental health services
better guidance for running labs that meet in person and remotely simultaneously
Better communication
free ice cream... worth a try ;-)
A Division of Student Life that isn’t disgustingly corrupt and is also effective.
More intuitive interface than MaineStreet
ensuring mainestreet is accurate to actual instructors modality of teaching dates/times/synchronous vs asynchronous and additional meeting times
Better/ faster technical help, especially with all the Zoom.
Better public transportation to reduce dependence on private vehicles
Parent-students
Not necessarily services that need to be added, but rather the mentality that needs to be changed.
None, you're doing a great job!
Consolidate services and make them more efficient
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(UMaine Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, 10.19.20) 

 

Fall 2020 Flash Survey Week 4: Course Experiences 

UMaine and UMM 

 

The fourth flash survey was sent to degree-seeking undergraduate students at UMaine on 

September 24 and UMM on September 28. Students were asked to rate their experiences in their 

courses by modality.  Overall, we had 1,078 respondents.  The following table shows the number 

of respondents by subgroup. Caution should be taken when interpreting these results. Please 

keep in mind the response rate for each student group and the fact that these 1,078 

respondents are not a random sample of the population. 

   

Flash Survey Week 4: Responses 

  

Number of 

Survey 

Invitations Sent 

Number 

of 

Responses 

Percent of 

Survey 

Invitations Sent 

First-Years* 1,900 109 6% 

Transfers & Readmits 709 50 7% 

Seniors 2,264 172 8% 

Continuing undergraduates 3,749 238 6% 

Total UM Undergraduate 8,622 569 7% 

UMM 368 40 11% 

Graduate 2,159 469 22% 
*Limited to 18 and older 
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(UMaine Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, 10.19.20) 

 

 

Question 1: Please indicate the modes of the courses you are taking this semester. 

 Undergraduate  Graduate 

UMM  
First-

Years 

Transfers Seniors Continuing. Total  New Continuing Total 

In-person and I am attending in 

person (not including independent 

studies/thesis courses) 

45 7 38 50 140  15 27 42 8 

In-person but I am attending remotely 7 5 13 23 48  17 11 28 4 

Remote/online synchronous (remote 

or online courses where material is 

delivered in real-time) 

59 35 128 178 400  98 144 242 6 

Online asynchronous (remote or 

online courses where material can be 

completed and accessed on your own 

schedule) 

55 33 95 147 330  67 160 227 22 

Hybrid (mix of remote/online and in-

person) 
59 18 61 73 211  19 23 42 22 
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Question 2: Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements about your 

courses. Choices were: agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree, 

or disagree. 

 MY technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, personal computer, etc.) is effective for this kind of 

learning. 

 MY technology will be effective for remote learning when we're all remote after 

Thanksgiving Break. 

 I am learning effectively with this kind of instruction. 

 I get to interact with my instructor effectively with this kind of instruction. 

 I get to interact with my classmates effectively with this kind of instruction. 

The following charts show the percentage of students who responded at each level of agreement.  

We present a chart for each item, with the results grouped by modality. Charts are sorted 

descending by the mean item ratings (5 = agree to 1 = disagree).  

Highlights: 

 Overall, at least 75% of respondents agree or somewhat agree that their technology is 

effective for the respective modality, and that it will continue to be after Thanksgiving 

break. 

 

o 13% of UM undergraduate respondents, 10% of UMM respondents, and 5% of 

graduate respondents indicated their technology is not going to be effective for at 

least one of their modalities after the transition to remote learning. 

 

 Over two-thirds of UM undergraduate respondents taking in-person courses agree or 

somewhat agree that they are able to learn effectively, interact effectively with their 

instructor, and interact effectively with their classmates within an in-person modality.  

 

 The responses from the UM undergraduate respondents highlight challenges associated 

with learning and interacting with instructors and classmates in remote and online 

modalities (synchronous and asynchronous):  

 

o Just over half of UM undergraduate respondents taking remote or online classes 

disagree or somewhat disagree that they are learning effectively in those modes. 

 

o The majority of respondents taking remote or online classes disagree or somewhat 

disagree that they are able to effectively interact with their instructor and/or 

classmates. The highest level of disagreement was with respect to asynchronous 

courses. 
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 UM graduate respondents reported general agreement that they are learning effectively in 

their current modes of instruction. The highest level of agreement is with respect to in-

person instruction (92% agree or somewhat agree) and the lowest with respect to in-

person courses being taken remotely (74% agree or somewhat agree). However, graduate 

students are less positive about their ability to effectively interact with their peers in 

synchronous and asynchronous remote or online classes. 

 

 The majority of UMM respondents agree or somewhat agree that the current mode of 

instruction is effective for learning, but they are less positive about their ability to 

effectively interact with their instructor and their peers, particularly in the distance 

modalities. 

Level of Agreement by Item and Modality 

UMaine Undergraduate 

 

 

63%

58%

49%

50%

38%

26%

29%

37%

33%

40%

6%

4%

2%

3%

5%

4%

6%

9%

10%

10%

2%

3%

3%

5%

7%

In-Person

Remote/Online Async

Remote Synchronous

Hybrid

In-Person Remote

UM Undergraduate: MY technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, personal 
computer, etc.) is effective for this kind of learning.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

57%

52%

49%

52%

40%

29%

34%

33%

28%

38%

5%

7%

8%

6%

5%

5%

5%

8%

9%

10%

3%

3%

2%

6%

7%

Remote/Online Async

In-Person

Remote Synchronous

Hybrid

In-Person Remote

UM Undergraduate: MY technology will be effective for remote 
learning when we're all remote after Thanksgiving Break.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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48%

14%

17%

17%

13%

28%

32%

23%

20%

23%

9%

14%

8%

12%

11%

8%

18%

21%

20%

26%

8%

23%

32%

32%

27%

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote/Online Async

In-Person Remote

Remote Synchronous

UM Undergraduate: I am learning effectively with this kind of 
instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

45%

17%

15%

12%

14%

30%

32%

21%

19%

13%

10%

17%

11%

12%

10%

9%

15%

27%

17%

24%

5%

21%

26%

40%

39%

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote Synchronous

In-Person Remote

Remote/Online Async

UM Undergraduate: I get to interact with my instructor 
effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

38%

13%

10%

10%

9%

27%

24%

14%

10%

8%

9%

13%

11%

5%

10%

11%

18%

23%

26%

19%

15%

32%

42%

50%

55%

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote Synchronous

In-Person Remote

Remote/Online Async

UM Undergraduate: I get to interact with my classmates 
effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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UMaine Graduate Students 

 

 

 

83%

80%

68%

66%

63%

14%

17%

30%

25%

22%

1%

3%

3%4%

7%

3%

2%

7%

Remote/Online Async

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote Synchronous

In-Person Remote

UM Graduate: MY technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, personal computer, 
etc.) is effective for this kind of learning.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

82%

83%

59%

64%

70%

11%

9%

33%

21%

15%

4%

3%

8%

7%

4%

1%

5%

4%

1%

6%

3%

7%

Remote/Online Async

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote Synchronous

In-Person Remote

UM Graduate: MY technology will be effective for remote 
learning when we're all remote after Thanksgiving Break.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

69%

63%

50%

46%

37%

23%

21%

30%

30%

37%

9%

5%

8%

8%

4%

7%

10%

11%

15%

3%

3%

5%

7%

In-Person

Remote/Online Async

Hybrid

Remote Synchronous

In-Person Remote

UM Graduate: I am learning effectively with this kind of 
instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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83%

40%

55%

40%

37%

17%

40%

22%

28%

26%

13%

8%

12%

7%

5%

4%

13%

22%

3%

9%

7%

7%

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote/Online Async

Remote Synchronous

In-Person Remote

UM Graduate: I get to interact with my instructor effectively 
with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

63%

35%

43%

31%

33%

20%

30%

20%

24%

15%

11%

18%

14%

12%

7%

6%

13%

9%

18%

33%

5%

13%

14%

11%

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote/Online Async

Remote Synchronous

In-Person Remote

UM Graduate: I get to interact with my classmates effectively 
with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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UMM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

83%

55%

67%

33%

35%

19%

67%

10%

10%

17%

5%

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote/Online Async

Remote Synchronous

UMM: MY technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, personal computer, 
etc.) is effective for this kind of learning.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

67%

62%

50%

33%

17%

14%

30%

33%

17%

14%

5%

17%

5%

15%

17%

5%

In-Person

Remote/Online Async

Hybrid

Remote Synchronous

UMM: MY technology will be effective for remote learning 
when we're all remote after Thanksgiving Break.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

83%

40%

17%

45%

45%

67%

20%

5%

10%

10%

17%

15%

17%

10%

In-Person

Remote/Online Async

Remote Synchronous

Hybrid

UMM: I am learning effectively with this kind of 
instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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67%

50%

35%

17%

17%

15%

35%

50%

15%

10%

17%

15%

15%

17%

17%

5%

5%

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote/Online Async

Remote Synchronous

UMM: I get to interact with my instructor effectively with 
this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

83%

25%

15%

30%

25%

17%

5%

25%

33%

30%

20%

50%

17%

10%

15%

In-Person

Hybrid

Remote/Online Async

Remote Synchronous

UMM: I get to interact with my classmates effectively with 
this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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The following charts disaggregate the UM undergraduate responses by modality and class level. 

Highlights 

 The responses of first-year students were the most positive of the groups with respect to 

(a) learning and interacting within in-person classes and (b) learning in hybrid classes.  In 

contrast, their responses were the least positive with respect to learning and interacting in 

asynchronous classes. 

 

 Transfer/readmit respondents were more likely than the other groups to disagree that they 

are able to interact effectively with their classmates. 

 

UM Undergraduate: In Person by Class Level 

 

 

 

 

69%

65%

56%

57%

63%

23%

27%

29%

14%

26%

5%

5%

9%

6%

3%

3%

4%

14%

4%

2%

14%

2%

First-Years

Seniors

Other Undergraduates

Transfers/Readmits

Total

In Person: MY technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, personal computer, etc.) 
is effective for this kind of learning. 

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

62%

51%

47%

29%

52%

31%

32%

38%

29%

34%

5%

8%

4%

29%

7%

3%

5%

7%

5%

3%

4%

14%

3%

First-Years

Seniors

Other Undergraduates

Transfers/Readmits

Total

In Person: MY technology will be effective for remote learning 
when we're all remote after Thanksgiving Break.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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69%

46%

43%

31%

48%

13%

41%

29%

31%

28%

10%

3%

13%
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8%

11%

8%

3%

3%

29%

13%

8%

First-Years

Seniors

Transfers/Readmits

Other Undergraduates

Total

In Person: I am learning effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

51%

51%

36%

43%

45%

31%

30%

31%

29%

30%

13%

8%

11%

10%

5%

8%

13%

9%

3%

9%

29%

5%

First-Years

Seniors

Other Undergraduates

Transfers/Readmits

Total

In Person: I get to interact with my instructor effectively with 
this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

41%

41%

43%

33%

38%

33%

30%

29%

18%

27%

10%

11%

9%

9%

8%

11%

14%

13%

11%

8%

8%

14%

27%

15%

First-Years

Seniors

Transfers/Readmits

Other Undergraduates

Total

In Person: I get to interact with my classmates effectively with 
this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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UM Undergraduate: In-Person Remote by Class Level 
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In-Person Remote: MY technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, personal 
computer, etc.) is effective for this kind of learning.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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40%

33%

25%

40%

38%

40%

42%
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38%
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20%
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10%
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25%
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Other Undergraduates

First-Years
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Transfers/Readmits

Total

In-Person Remote: MY technology will be effective for remote 
learning when we're all remote after Thanksgiving Break.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

40%
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17%

20%

30%

8%

0%

20%
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12%

20%

20%

25%

20%

30%
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First-Years

Other Undergraduates

Seniors

Transfers/Readmits

Total

In-Person Remote: I am learning effectively with this kind of 
instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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17%
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20%
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25%
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40%

First-Years
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Total

In-Person Remote: I get to interact with my instructor 
effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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25%
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29%
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25%

48%
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Seniors
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Other Undergraduates

First-Years

Total

In-Person Remote: I get to interact with my classmates 
effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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UM Undergraduate: Remote Synchronous by Class Level 
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Total

Remote Synchronous: MY technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, personal 
computer, etc.) is effective for this kind of learning.
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34%
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13%
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Total

Remote Synchronous: MY technology will be effective for 
remote learning when we're all remote after Thanksgiving 

Break.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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35%
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Remote Synchronous: I am learning effectively with this kind of 
instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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Remote Synchronous: I get to interact with my instructor 
effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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14%
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15%
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35%
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Total

Remote Synchronoush: I get to interact with my classmates 
effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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UM Undergraduate: Remote/Online Asynchronous by Grade Level 
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Remote/Online Asynchronous: MY technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, 
personal computer, etc.) is effective for this kind of learning.
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Remote/Online Asynchronous: MY technology will be effective 
for remote learning when we're all remote after Thanksgiving 

Break.
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Remote/Online Asynchronous: I am learning effectively with 
this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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Total

Remote/Online Asynchronous: I get to interact with my 
instructor effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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20%

19%

46%
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Other Undergraduates
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Total

Remote/Online Asynchronous: I get to interact with my 
classmates effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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UM Undergraduate: Hybrid by Question and Class Level 
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Hybrid: MY technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, personal computer, etc.) is 
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Total

Hybrid: MY technology will be effective for remote learning 
when we're all remote after Thanksgiving Break.
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Hybrid: I am learning effectively with this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree
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Hybrid: I get to interact with my instructor effectively with this 
kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree

11%
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29%
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24%
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41%
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Total

Hybrid: I get to interact with my classmates effectively with 
this kind of instruction.

Agree Somewhat agree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat disagree Disagree



To: Interim Dean Teisl, College of NSFA, University of Maine 

From: Kelley Strout, Director, School of Nursing 

Re: Substantive Change Nursing Graduate Programs 

Date: October 5, 2020 

 

 

The School of Nursing aims to advertise our Master of Science Nursing Educator and 

Individualized tracks as online/hybrid programs. These tracks already exist at the University of 

Maine but are currently listed as on-campus/hybrid. The overall course delivery will remain the 

same. We are not creating new programs. These programs will not duplicate already existing 

programs at the University of Southern Maine but will provide increased access to advanced 

education for nurses living in Northern and Eastern Maine and will help ease a worsening 

nursing faculty shortage.  

 

There is a national shortage of nurse educators, limiting the ability of Schools of Nursing to 

accept and graduate qualified BSN applicants. With adequate nursing faculty, Schools of 

Nursing can produce the numbers of entry-level registered nurses necessary to support the state's 

healthcare needs.  

 

Our accrediting agency, The Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education, in the Standards for 

Accreditation of Baccalaureate and Graduate Schools of Nursing, standard II-E states, "Faculty 

teaching in the nursing program have graduate degrees."  

 

The executive summary from 2018 Standards for Accreditation of Schools of Nursing explicitly 

states: "faculty" includes full-time, part-time, adjunct, tenured, non-tenured, or other faculty 

groups.  

 

At the time of our accreditation site visit in February 2020, only 30% of the adjunct faculty 

(didactic, laboratory, and/or clinical) teaching in the School of Nursing had a master's degree or 

higher. Thus, the University of Maine School of Nursing is out of compliance with accreditation 

standards in our undergraduate program.  

 

The University of Maine has challenges recruiting qualified faculty due to a lack of feeder 

doctoral programs and geographic location. A solution to this is to provide easy access for nurses 

in Eastern and Northern Maine looking to advance their education. In Maine, 8.4% of registered 

nurses ages 36-55 have an advanced degree, with 13.6% of those ages 55-65 having an advanced 

degree. Most nurses who hold Master's degrees in nursing are advanced practice nurses working 

as nurse practitioners, nurse midwives, or certified nurse anesthetists. 71% of working nurses 

with advanced degrees are over age 55. Thus, not only is there a current need for nurses with 

advanced degrees, it is anticipated that retirements will only add to the shortage.  

 

It is not only Schools of Nursing that are looking for nurses with advanced degrees. The State of 

Maine offers 14 nursing programs. UMaine School of Nursing is a handful of schools in the state 

that can grant graduate degrees in nursing. However, the State Board of Nursing and national 

nursing accreditation agencies require every nursing faculty to hold a minimum of a master's 

degree in nursing. After discussions with other schools in the state, their percentage of adjunct 



instructors who do not hold a master's degree in nursing is similar to UMaine (30%). They also 

need us to produce more masters prepared nurses to meet the state's demand for registered 

nurses.  Healthcare facilities are also looking to increase the number of Master's prepared nurses 

in educator and administrative roles. Northern Light requires all nurses in education or executive 

roles to hold a master's degree or work toward earning a master's degree in nursing, at minimum.  

 

There are many advantages to students by having a Master of Science program at the University 

of Maine. Even though the programs are online, both UMaine School of Nursing's Nurse 

Educator and Individualized tracks require a "clinical' immersion. The Essentials of Graduate 

Education require that all Master's level nurses "demonstrate development of clinical proficiency 

facilitated through the use of focused and sustained clinical experiences designed to strengthen 

patient care delivery skills, well as system assessment and intervention skills, which will lead to 

an enhanced understanding of organizational dynamics. These immersion experiences allow the 

student to focus on a population of interest or may focus on a specific role." These clinical 

immersion experiences are generally done in a healthcare facility local to the student's 

geographic residence.  

 

Our relationship with Northern Light Eastern Maine Medical Center and St. Joseph Hospital will 

provide opportunities for students living in Eastern and Northern Maine to obtain this clinical 

immersion and access to active nursing research and evidence-based practice activity. 

 

Additionally, students enrolled in the University of Maine Nurse Educator track work with the 

University of Maine faculty to complete their required practicum experience in education. Even 

though the students will complete coursework online, they can access professors and university 

resources face-to-face. These students are often adjunct faculty teaching laboratory and clinical 

courses for the School of Nursing. They will be able to take advantage of tuition waivers 

provided as part of their employment.  

 

Advertising these programs as online/hybrid should increase applications due to flexibility and 

ease of access. Increased enrollment will increase revenue to the University of Maine. Thus 

supporting these substantive changes will benefit the University of Maine, the School of 

Nursing, and nurses looking to advance their education. Most importantly, increasing the supply 

of masters prepared nurses will improve health outcomes for the state's citizens and provide 

quality education in compliance with state and national accreditation regulations for 

undergraduate nursing students enrolled in nursing programs across the State of Maine. 



Office of the Dean and Director 
College of Natural Sciences, Forestry 

and Agriculture 

Maine Agriculture and Forest 

Experiment Station  

5782 Winslow Hall 

Orono, Maine 04469-5782 

Tel: 207-581-3202 

Umaine.edu/NSFA 

 

MAINE’S LAND GRANT AND SEA GRANT UNIVERSITY 
A Member of the University of Maine System 

   October 9, 2020 

 

 

Dear Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost Volin and 

Associate Vice President for Graduate Studies and Senior Associate Dean Delcourt, 
 

 

I strongly support the School of Nursing’s (SON) plans to advertise their online/hybrid MS 

nursing degrees. During their recent accreditation the SON was deemed not in full compliance in 

that faculty teaching in the undergraduate nursing program are required to have a graduate 

degree (30 percent of the adjunct teachers in SON do not have a graduate degree).  

 

The online/hybrid MS degrees provide a solution to this is problem while also providing easy 

access for nurses in Eastern and Northern Maine to advance their education. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

Mario Teisl,  

Interim Dean and Director  
 

 

 

 

Cc:  Kelley Strout 

http://www.umaine.edu/NSFA
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE SYSTEM 

              SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE TO AN EXISTING DEGREE PROGRAM 
 

Graduate Two-
Year Four-Year 

 
(Institution Name) University of Maine 
 
1.  Title 
 Degree: Master of Science 
 Area: Nursing Education 
 CIP Code: 
 
2. Person Responsible for Planning 
 Name: Patricia Poirier 
 Department: Nursing 
 Phone Number: 581-3009 
 Address: 243 Dunn Hall 
 
 Name: Kelley Strout 
 Department: Nursing 
 Phone Number: 581-2601 
 Address: 210 Dunn Hall 
 
3. General Objective of Proposal: We are planning to shift our Master of Science Nursing 

Education degree to a hybrid/online model 
 
4. Documented Evidence of Need: There continues to be projected need for registered 

nurses. One limiting factor to increasing enrollment in schools of nursing is qualified 
faculty with advanced degrees, master’s degree or higher. The agency that accredits 
schools of nursing mandates that all faculty, including laboratory and clinical adjuncts, 
that teach in a baccalaureate program have a master of science in nursing or higher. In 
Maine, 8.4% of registered nurses ages 36-55 have an advanced degree with 13.6% of 
those ages 55-65 having an advanced degree. Most nurses who hold  master’s degrees in 
nursing are advanced practice nurses working as nurse practitioners, nurse midwives, or 
certified nurse anesthetists rather than educators. 71% of working nurses with advanced 
degrees are over age 55. Thus, it is anticipated that there will be increased retirements 
with greater need for new faculty. 

  
 There also is increased need for nurses with advanced degrees working as educators in 

healthcare facilities. These healthcare facilities are located throughout the state. 
 
 By offering the Master of Science Nursing Education degree online, UMaine will 
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Office of Academic and Student Affairs	  increase access to nurses seeking their master’s degree 
in nursing regardless of their geographic location. Three of the required education courses 
are currently part of our online Graduate Certificate in Nursing Education. Students who 
enroll in this program could then move seamlessly into the Master of Science in Nursing 
Education program. 

 
 

5.  A. Which campuses, agencies, organizations, institutions or individuals have you 
involved in the program? 
Name  Address  Individual Contact  Title 

 
  
 Fiona Libby, Director of Graduate Recruitment University of Maine 
 Amanda Cupp, UMaine Online Advisor, University of Maine 
 

B. Which campuses, agencies, organizations, institutions or individuals do you 
plan to involve in the program? 
Name  Address  Individual Contact  Title 

 
Deborah Sanford, VP Nursing and Patient Care Services Northern Light Eastern Maine 
Medical Center 
 
Mary Pryblo, MSN, President/CEO St. Joseph Hospital, Bangor Maine 

 
C. How? 
Northern Light Eastern Maine Medical Center and St. Joseph Hospital currently 
maintains strong working relationships with the School of Nursing for undergraduate 
education. We have begun conversations to increase accessibility to their nurses to work 
toward a Master of Science in Nursing to serve as adjunct clinical instructors and serve 
as advanced practice educators at their institutions.  

 
 
 

6.  What type and/or extent of support is presently available? 
 

A. Personnel 
Per the our national nursing accreditor and the Maine State Board of Nursing, nurses 
who teach in a Master of Science in Nursing program must hold  a doctoral degree in 
nursing. The School of Nursing currently employs nine faculty who hold doctoral 
degrees in nursing. However, the majority of these faculty teach in the undergraduate 
program, which only requires a minimum of a master of science in nursing. Therefore, 
we could shift some of our doctorally prepared faculty to the graduate program and hire 
a lecturer to fill the needs in the undergraduate program. We anticipate 1-2 FTE 
lecturers required to increase enrollments in the MS-nurse educator program. 

 
B. Facilities 

 All of the courses are already being taught in a hybrid/online format. 
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C. Equipment 
 

D. Funding Sources E. 

Library Resources F. Other 

G. What additional new costs are required in any or all of the above 
categories? 
Not applicable 

 
 
 
7.  Briefly describe preliminary plans for regular program evaluations, 

formative and summative. 
Summative: This degree program would continue to be evaluated and accredited 
through the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE). 
 
Formative: Student course evaluations would continue to be used as feedback. 

 
8. Time Frame 
 Estimated Planning Time: currently ongoing 

Estimated Implementation Time: We plan to implement this in time for the next cohort 
in January 2021. 
Estimate of Program Lifetime: It is anticipated that there will continue to be a need for 
nursing educators thus the program will be viable for the foreseeable future. 

 
 
9.  COMPLETE FOR GRADUATE PROGRAM ONLY: On what other campus, if 

any, will this program be available?  What plans are there to insure 
transferability from other campuses into this program or to deliver this program 
to other campuses? 

 
The program will not necessarily be available on other campuses. However, the online 
degree program will support the other campus who need to increase numbers of nursing 
faculty with advanced degrees. 

 
10.  Other Pertinent Data and/or Information 

	  
As mentioned above, there is support from our local stakeholder, Northern Light Eastern Maine 
Medical Center to increase access to a master’s degree for their nursing staff. We also will reach 
out to other healthcare facilities to provide them with information as well. 
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11.  Submitted By: 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

(Signatures of Person(s) Responsible for Program Plan) (Date) 
	  
	  
	  

Approved By: 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

(College Dean)  
(Date) 
 
 
 
 
(Associate Provost for Lifelong Learning) 
(Date) 
 
 
 
 

(VP for 
Research and Dean of the Graduate School) (Date) 

	  
	  

 
 
 
(Provost)  
(Date) 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

(President) (Date) 

           Patricia Poirier

9/14/2020
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE SYSTEM 
              SUBSTANTIVE CHANGE TO AN EXISTING DEGREE PROGRAM 
 

Graduate Two-
Year Four-Year 

 
(Institution Name) University of Maine 
 
1.  Title 
 Degree: Master of Science 
 Area: Individualized Concentration 
 CIP Code: 
 
2. Person Responsible for Planning 
 Name: Patricia Poirier 
 Department: Nursing 
 Phone Number: 581-3009 
 Address: 243 Dunn Hall 
 
 Name: Kelley Strout 
 Department: Nursing 
 Phone Number: 581-2601 
 Address: 210 Dunn Hall 
 
3. General Objective of Proposal: We are planning to shift our Master of Science Nursing 

Individualized Concentration to a fully online model 
 
4. Documented Evidence of Need: There continues to be a need for more nurses with advanced 

degrees in all areas of nursing. Nurses working in healthcare settings in a variety of roles e.g. 
administration, school nursing, public health are being increasingly encouraged to obtain a 
minimum of a master’s degree. In Maine, 8.4% of registered nurses ages 36-55 have an advanced 
degree with 13.6% of those ages 55-65 having an advanced degree. Most nurses who hold 
master’s degrees in nursing are advanced practice nurses working as nurse practitioners, nurse 
midwives, or certified nurse anesthetists. 71% of working nurses with advanced degrees are over 
age 55. Thus, it is anticipated that there will be increased retirements with a greater need for new 
nurses with advanced degrees. 

  
 By offering the Master of Science Nursing Individualized Concentration degree online, UMaine 
will increase access to nurses seeking their master’s degree in nursing regardless of their 
geographic location.  

 
 

5.  A. Which campuses, agencies, organizations, institutions or individuals have you 
involved in the program? 
Name  Address  Individual Contact  Title 

 
  
 Fiona Libby, Director of Graduate Recruitment University of Maine 
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B. Which campuses, agencies, organizations, institutions or individuals do you plan to 
involve in the program? 
Name  Address  Individual Contact  Title 

 
Deborah Sanford, VP Nursing and Patient Care Services Northern Light Eastern Maine Medical 
Center 
 
Mary Pryblo, MSN, President/CEO St. Joseph Hospital, Bangor Maine 
 
University of Southern Maine, Nursing and Masters’ of Public Health Programs 

 
C. How? 
Northern Light Eastern Maine Medical Center and St. Joseph Hospital currently maintain strong 
working relationships with the School of Nursing for undergraduate education. We have begun 
conversations to increase accessibility to their nurses to work toward a Master of Science in 
Nursing.  
 
Several courses to meet individualized needs such as administration and public health are 
currently available at the University of Southern Maine campus. We will continue conversations 
with those programs to increase collaboration. 

 
 
 

6.  What type and/or extent of support is presently available? 
 

A. Personnel 
Per our national nursing accreditor and the Maine State Board of Nursing, nurses who teach in a 
Master of Science in Nursing program must hold a doctoral degree in nursing. The School of 
Nursing currently employs nine faculty who hold doctoral degrees in nursing. However, the 
majority of these faculty teach in the undergraduate program, which only requires a minimum of 
a master of science in nursing. Therefore, we could shift some of our doctorally prepared faculty 
to the graduate program and hire a lecturer to fill the needs in the undergraduate program. We 
anticipate 1-2 FTE lecturers required to increase enrollments in the MS-individualized 
concentration. The MS-individualized option provides opportunities for nurses to specialize 
their focus in areas beyond nursing education, while also meeting the degree requirements to 
teach for schools of nursing across the State of Maine and beyond.  

 
B. Facilities 

 All of the courses are already being taught in a hybrid/online format. 
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C. Equipment 
 

D. Funding Sources E. Library 

Resources F. Other 

G. What additional new costs are required in any or all of the above categories? 
Not applicable 

 
 
 

7.  Briefly describe preliminary plans for regular program evaluations, formative 
and summative. 

Summative: This degree program would continue to be evaluated and accredited 
through the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE). 
 
Formative: Student course evaluations would continue to be used as feedback. 

 
8. Time Frame 
 Estimated Planning Time: currently ongoing 

Estimated Implementation Time: We plan to implement this in time for the next cohort in 
January 2021. 
Estimate of Program Lifetime: It is anticipated that there will continue to be a need for nurses 
with advanced degrees thus the program will be viable for the foreseeable future. 

 
 

9.  COMPLETE FOR GRADUATE PROGRAM ONLY: On what other campus, if any, 
will this program be available?  What plans are there to insure transferability from 
other campuses into this program or to deliver this program to other campuses? 

 
The program will not necessarily be available on other campuses. However, the online degree 
program will support the other campus who need to increase numbers of nursing faculty with 
advanced degrees. 

 
10.  Other Pertinent Data and/or Information 

 
As mentioned above, there is support from our local stakeholder, Northern Light Eastern Maine 
Medical Center to increase access to a master’s degree for their nursing staff. We also will reach 
out to other healthcare facilities to provide them with information as well. 
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(Date) 
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October 7, 2020 

To:  Graduate Board 

From:  Doug Bousfield, Graduate Coordinator, Chemical and Biomedical Engineering. 

Subject:   Approval of accelerated program for MS degree in Biomedical Engineering 

The department has decided that it wants to offer and promote an accelerated program for 

students to obtain a MS degree in Biomedical Engineering.  The key idea is to have an 

opportunity for motivated students to gain research experience and an advanced degree in 

an efficient manner that will improve their position to apply for industrial R&D jobs, 

professional schools such as medical school, and PhD graduate programs.  The degree 

requirements for the current MS degree will not change, but students will be allowed to 

double count nine credits towards both the BS and MS degrees.   

One unique aspect of this program is that students will start research activities before their 

senior year, interacting with faculty and other graduate students.   Students who are 

accepted in the program will be involved in research over their senior year and are 

expected to continue research activities right after graduation with the BS degree.    

One other unique aspect is that the specific classes that are double counted will be flexible 

and will selected by the student and the research mentor.  These classes need to be 

approved by the graduate committee.  The reason for this aspect is that faculty have a wide 

range of research activities that can benefit from students with different skill sets.   For 

example, students interested in breast cancer detection from image analysis would benefit 

from taking early image analysis classes while students interested in optics need different 

classes.  This flexibility in course selection should be of interest to the students and the 

faculty.   

The procedure and more detail are below.  The proposed application form for the student is 

also attached.   We hope to hear back from the graduate board soon.   

  



Accelerated Program for the Masters of Science Degree in Biomedical Engineering 

The Chemical and Biomedical Engineering Department offers the opportunity for students 

to earn a Bachelors degree (BS) and a Masters degree (MS) in Biomedical Engineering in 

an efficient manner.  

The major advantage in pursuing a combined BS/MS program is that the student be able to 

count nine course credits taken during their undergraduate senior year toward both 

degrees. Furthermore, the cost needed to earn the MS degree is reduced because 

students pay undergraduate tuition rather than graduate tuition for the double-counted 

courses taken.  We expect this program will be attractive to our students because they are 

able to obtain an advanced degree in an efficient manner. 

Core Program Requirements 

Students will apply in the program by the end of the spring semester of the Junior year.  

Students will have to identify a faculty mentor that is willing to work with them, have a GPA 

of over 3.25, and propose the classes that will double count towards both degrees identified 

and approved.  

During the senior year, students take nine graduate-level course credits at the 400 and 

500-level that will count towards technical electives for the undergraduate degree, but will 

also count towards the MS degree; three of these credits must be a 500 level course.  

Students will be required to be involved in research in the mentor’s lab and to give a 

seminar on the research work spring semester of their senior year.   

It is expected that students will start their graduate program the summer after graduation.  

All requirements of the standard MS degree still need to be satisfied.    

 
 Procedure and Guidelines 

1) By the end of spring semester Junior year, students need to apply to the 

departments graduate coordinator to be in this program.   The application should 

identify the research mentor and indicate some commitment to the mentor and the 

research area.  Students must have a GPA of 3.25 or higher.  The application must 

include a brief recommendation letter from the potential mentor, a draft program of 

study, and an essay about the reason for the student’s interest in the program.  

Application template is attached.   

2) Applications will be reviewed by the graduate committee in communication with 

identified mentors.    

3) Students are expected to participate in research throughout their senior year.   

Students with poor progress may be not admitted into the graduate level program.   

Students will be encouraged to take BEN 396 Research Experience, Honors 



research, or another course that gives undergraduate research experience as a 

technical elective.  In addition, students will be required to take CHE 696 Graduate 

Seminar during the spring semester of their senior year that will count towards the 

MS degree.  Students are also welcome to take extra classes during their 

undergraduate time that can count towards the MS degree. 

4) Students will be allowed to count nine credits towards both BS and MS degree.     

5) The classes that will double count must be 400 or 500 level.  These classes will 

count towards the technical elective requirement of the BS degree and towards the 

MS degree.  Students must take at least one 500 level class.  The selection of the 

technical electives should be made in coordination with the research mentor. 

6) Students are expected to start summer semester after their BS degree taking thesis 

research credits.  

7) Assistantships for students will be awarded on a competitive basis.  A limited 

number of students will be awarded an assistantship.  

Applications should be sent to: 

Graduate Coordinator, Chemical and Biomedical Engineering Department 

Admission Decisions 

Admission decisions are made by the Graduate Committee of the Department.    

 

  



APPLICATION OF INTENT TO APPLY TO THE ACCELERATED PROGRAM FOR THE MASTERS OF 
SCIENCE DEGREE IN Biomedical Engineering AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE  

Contact: Doug Bousfield, Graduate Program Coordinator,  

Jenness Hall,    bousfld@maine.edu 

NOTICE: This form is an internal departmental application to be considered for admission to an accelerated 
option at the University of Maine .   

Students must apply to this track before the end of their junior year and to the Graduate School during their 
senior year. Once accepted into this track, students may take up to nine credits of graduate coursework 
beginning in their senior year.  The credits will be transferred to the student’s graduate record upon formal 
admission to the Graduate School. 

Name____________________________________________________________   MaineStreet ID ____________________ 

  (Family Name)   (First)   (Middle)  

Maiden name or other names under which records may be filed_______________________________ 

Mailing Address______________________________________________________________________________________________  

   (Street)   (City, State)    (Zip Code)    (Country)  

Phone Number ________________________________  E-mail_______________________________________________ 

Date of Birth________________________________  

Semester you expect to take first graduate course?  _______________________________ 

Current undergraduate degree you are seeking:  Biomedical Engineering 

Proposed graduate program of study: Biomedical Engineering 

List in chronological order all institutions of collegiate standing, and location, that you have attended. Include 
dates of entering and leaving degrees received or for which you are a candidate. The department will access 
transcripts from the University of Maine.  

Name of Institution Dates 
Attended 

Major Name of Degree or 
Diploma 

Date Degree 
Received or 
Expected 

     

     

     



Cumulative undergraduate average  on a 4.0 scale (A=4):____________. 

List any honors, prizes or scholarships previously awarded to you on the basis of academic achievement, or 
any honor societies to which you have been elected. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________ 

List any employment or other activities related to your current undergraduate program or the proposed 
graduate program of study. If you have taught, name subjects.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________-
________________________________ 

In the space below, compose a brief essay (300-500 words) to be read by the Graduate Faculty Admissions 
Committee that describes your academic and personal intentions and objectives. Identify the faculty member 
that would be your mentor and advisor for the graduate degree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signature___________________________________________________________________ Date_________________ 

IMPORTANT NOTIFICATIONS: 

Admission decisions for the accelerated program cannot be made until the complete application is received. 
All application materials become part of the permanent records of the University of Maine and are not 
returned. It is your responsibility to keep copies and be sure your application materials are complete and have 
all been received by the Graduate Program Coordinator.  

In complying with the letter and spirit of applicable laws and in pursuing its own goals of pluralism, the University of 
Maine shall not discriminate on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin or citizenship 
status, age, disability, or veterans status in employment, education, and other areas if the University. The University 
provides reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities upon request. Questions and complaints 
about discrimination in any area of the University should be directed to the Director of equal Opportunity, 101 N. Stevens, 
207-581-1226. Inquiries about discrimination may also be referred to the Maine Human Rights Commission, U.S. Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission, Office for Civil Rights for U.S. Department of Education or other appropriate 
federal or state agencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Accelerated Program Timeline 

Junior Year: 

Student will submit an application to the department signifying their intention to pursue an 
accelerated graduate program at the University of Maine.   

Program will review application and send student a letter informing him/her of admission 
status (copying Graduate School). 

Senior Year: 

Student completes at least nine credits of prescribed graduate level coursework. 

Student submits formal application to the Graduate School. 

Graduate program and Graduate School review application.  Graduate School sends 
admission letter in consultation with graduate program coordinator.  Acceptance by the 
Graduate School constitutes admission to the Graduate School and to the accelerated 
program.  

Graduate Status 

Student completes graduate course work within 15 months of acceptance to Graduate 
School. 

Student completes the program of study that shows nine credits of classes taken as an 
undergraduate to include in the 30 credits requires.   

 

  



WHY–Loneliness is a significant factor contributing 
to student attrition, poor mental health, and 
substance abuse on college campuses. A recent 
national survey by the insurer Cigna reports 79% of 
GenZ youth (18-22) are loney. We believe that with 
the right support, loneliness can be prevented.

HOW–Nod is an app that empowers students to 
build authentic social connections as part of a 
successful college experience. Nod addresses the 
psychological underpinnings of loneliness using skill-
building challenges and personal reflection exercises 
to break social goals down into achievable steps.

A research-backed app with a 
ready to go promotional kit.

The Nod app comes with a toolkit that engages the whole 
campus with ready to go promotional materials, a playbook for 
student leaders/peer educators, and effective social and digital 
promotion assets that will support your efforts to help students 
find their people and their place in your campus community.

Students are struggling and asking 
leaders for coping resources.

New data from an Active Minds survey of 2,086 college 
students show students are finding it difficult to cope 
during the pandemic, and that they would like higher 
education leaders to provide more support resources.

As students return to classes it will be critical to foster a 
culture of connection and provide easy access and scalable 
tools that support student social and mental well-being.

Nod is designed to help students thrive in 
today’s physically distanced world.

An App to Combat the Negative Impact of 
Loneliness on College Student Mental Health

LEARN MORE AT HEYNOD.COM

Be prepared to address loneliness amidst shifting learning environments

Nod’s interactive tips 
and tools are designed 

to support students 
across different learning 
environments including: 

on campus, hybrid, 
and fully remote.

https://www.heynod.com/


EFFECTIVE
Nod was tested in a randomized controlled study and showed promising 
efficacy. Nod use buffered the most psychologically vulnerable students 
from experiencing loneliness and depression during the first month 
of college. Contact our team to learn more about the results which 
are currently under review for peer-reviewed publication.

ENGAGING
Nod is engaging because everything in the app was co-developed with 
students. From the skill-building challenges to the brand design and 
quirky animal illustrations, students were at the core of Nod’s design 

“I like the reflections portion, because it’s nice to get 
certain situations off my chest in a constructive way.”

“Nod allows me to think of ways to interact with 
people that I probably wouldn’t have thought of 
on my own. It opens more opportunities for me.”

An app that empowers students to build the authentic social 
connections they want and need to be successful in college

Students like

Hopelab is a social innovation lab that creates 
behavior-change tech to help teens and 

young adults live happier, healthier lives

Learn more 
about Nod!

GAINING PERSPECTIVE

CREATED IN PARTNERSHIP BY:

GETTING NEW IDEAS

REQUEST A DEMO

Grit Digital Health creates behavioral 
health and well-being solutions through 

design, innovation and technology.

https://heynod.com/contact/


Nod App: 

Essentially, it is an app that would be connected with the UMaine students to promote and 
encourage socialization and decrease loneliness and isolation. It has been updated to reflect 
COVID precautions and is an interactive way to engage in social "challenges" and then reflect on 
how they went and how you felt about it. 

Pricing: Year 1 - $10,000 Annually + $3,000 a One-time Customization Fee = $13,000 

Other Information: 
 

• Run by Hopelab and Grit Digital Health. They also run YouatCollege.com which has a 
lot of self help tools.  

• They’ve done a randomized control trial at the University of Oregon 
• Data from studies conducted:  

o 49.9% of people aged 18-22 feel lonely.  
o 30 % of people have felt very lonely in the last 2 weeks 
o 67% of people have felt very lonely in the last year 
o Since COVID-19: 

 91% of people felt an increase in stress and anxiety 
 80% of people felt more lonely 
 63% of people find it more difficult to connect with others 

• The app is aimed at improving social connection and decreasing loneliness 
• There are 5 principles of the app to build connections 

o Realistic Expectations (Getting rid of the myth of magical friendship) 
o Believing in the ability to grow 
o Taking Risks 
o Focusing your attention towards others  
o Apply a compassionate lens (towards others and self) 

• The app is broken down into 3 major parts 
o Testimonials 
o Ideas 
o Reflections  

• Ideas are composed of things such as acts of kindness, gratitude, active listening, inviting 
or initiating, and self-disclosure.  

• They use “awkward imagery” to reflect back the awkwardness that increasing social 
connection can cause.  

• They have several ways of marketing both on campus and on social media that are made 
for you and your University. They have a marketing team that helps with marketing the 
app to widespread use across campus.  
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